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Tap Academy Prague is one of the world’s most successful

tap schools, based in PRAGUE, training numerous world

champions.

By organising festivals, competitions and cultural exchanges

we have provided platforms for tap dancers to connect on a

global scale, strengthening the bonds within the tap dance

community.

We always put our personal touch to all our events, creating

a sense of unity and belonging. 

ABOUT US



TOMÁŠ 
SLAVÍČEK

NATALIA
SINCOVA

MONIKA JENÍK
BAČKOVSKÁ

Choreographer, performer, moderator

and actor with more than 25 years of

personal journey in IDO, well known

for his tireless effort to bring tap

dancers together.

Co-founder of Tap Academy Prague,

founder of the international

Tap Dance Prague Fest.

Creator of media content and marketing

director at Tap Academy Prague.

Team leader and co-founder of 

Tap Academy Prague, choreographer

with more than 20 years in IDO

competitions. 



DATES AND VENUE
OPTIONS

We suggest two different dates and venue options and we would

like to discuss the dates with the IDO TAP sub committee to

make it convenient and possible for all countries. 

DATES options: 

YEAR 2024 OCTOBER 26 - 29 or OCTOBER 24 - 27

YEAR 2025 OCTOBER 25 - 28 or OCTOBER 23 - 26



VENUE KBELY

IDO WORLD TAP DANCE
CHAMPIONSHIP 
2024 OCT 26 - 29
2025 OCT 25 - 28
 

KBELY SPORT HALL
Toužimská 24i, Prague 19

NEW HALL 
WILL BE ENLARGED SEPT 2023
PARKING FOR BUSES
GREAT BACK STAGE FACILITIES
PLENTY OF CHANGING ROOMS
SPACIOUS TRAINING HALLS

www.sporthalakbely.cz

http://www.sporthalakbely.cz/cs/


VENUE UNYP

IDO WORLD TAP DANCE
CHAMPIONSHIP 
2024 OCT 24 - 27
2025 OCT 23 - 26
 
UNYP ARENA
Kovanecká 27, 190 00 
Praha 9-Libeň

multifunction sport facility 
audience capacity 

located close to Prague centre
      more than 1000 people

http://unyp-arena.cz/

http://unyp-arena.cz/


OUR APPROACH

FRIENDLY PERSONAL TIES 

EXPRESSIVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS

DEDICATED TEAM WORK

SPIRIT OF UNITY AND FRIENDSHIP 

LONG-TERM COMMITMENT

ADAPTING TO CHANGES

STRONG SPONSORSHIP



COMMITMENT

We have been organising competitions and festivals ,

breaking down geographical and psychological barriers

in travelling during difficult times, adapting to

challenges in the face of COVID pandemic and online

teaching and 3 years break in Tap Competitions. 

As a result, we kept the spirit within the community 

 and had also 5 new countries joining the IDO in Tap

Dance: Hungary, France, Lithuania, Ireland and Austria. 



MODERATOR

MODERATOR is one of the keys to a successful event.

Our competition will be hosted by Tomáš Slavíček, who

does great openings and parades. He is well known for

his big smile, endless energy and speed without being

rushed. 

He knows most of the dancers in person and always

makes the best bridge between the dancers, the

audience and the IDO team. 



As we are growing, so grow the prizes for our dancers. 

Our partners  also support us with their products and

EVERY DANCER will get a prize.

This year our winners will have the opportunity to get a

great speakers boxes, new tap shoes or cosmetic products

from different international and local brands. 

All our events are patronised by Prague City.

PRIZES FOR DANCERS 

DETAILS MAKE THE ATMOSPHER!



SEE YOU IN
PRAGUE


